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Hearts Introduction Services

When searching for love, trust an expert to help you find it.

Suite 203-1266 Hamilton St
Vancouver, BC V6B 2S8
Phone: 604-488-1477

Take a Chance
There’s nothing all that mysterious about matchmaking, really. It is simply a process
of bringing together two sincere, compatible people. Of course, the devil is in the
details, and that’s where Jane Carstens, matchmaker and managing partner of Hearts,
comes in. Using a personal, one-on-one approach, she matches clients with
like-minded partners, people who want to meet someone special. Romantics might
believe meeting a soulmate is up to fate; Hearts Introduction Services helps give fate
a little push.
Personal and Private
Carstens has been a professional matchmaker for over 25 years and opened the
Western Canada branch of Hearts in Vancouver in 2001. She also travels regularly to
Victoria and Calgary to meet clients – she personally interviews every client in their
homes. The interview is relaxed, yet extensive, covering everything from lifestyle and
background to goals and preferences in a partner. Carstens hand-picks suitable
matches for her clients, who can rest assured that everyone they meet has been
pre-screened and prequalified. But once a match is made, it’s up to them to provide
the chemistry.
Mix and Match
Clients of Hearts are encouraged to relax, take their time, and enjoy dating. Clients
pay a lifetime membership fee to join, plus a nominal monthly administrative fee,
which includes unlimited matches for as long as the client wishes. Carstens gathers
ongoing feedback from her clients to refine and hone in on what they are looking for.
For a more intensive search, Hearts also offers Private Executive Search, which can
involve placing advertising in prominent media. Carstens prepares the ad, screens
respondents, and prepares a dossier of responses for the client, who can then choose
who they’d like to meet. However clients choose to meet their matches, Hearts is
there to help them be successful in love.
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